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Abstract- Many a times images are used to transmit over the internet for various purposes, like as confidential 

information, medical systems, and defence sectors applications. Images may contain confidential information so it ought to 

be shielded from leak throughout transmissions. For that the secure image transmission technique is proposed, that 

changes naturally a given vast volume secret image into a secret-fragment-visible image referred to as mosaic image of a 

similar size .The mosaic image, that appearance the same as elite target image and should be used as a camouflage of the 

secret image, is yielded by dividing the secret image into fragments and reworking their colour characteristics to be those 

of the corresponding blocks of the target image. This techniques square measure designed to conduct the colour 

transformation method so that the secret image is also recovered nearly lossless. The appropriate knowledge required for 

recovery of the secret image is embedded into the created mosaic image by a lossless information concealing set up using a 

key. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Recently varied techniques are planned for secure image transmission, that 2 basic techniques are Image encryption and Data 

hiding. 

    Image encryption could be a methodology that produces utilization of the characteristic property of a picture, like high 

redundancy and strong spatial correlation [1]-[4].The scrambled image is a noisy image, hence it is difficult to obtain the secret 

image from it without having the correct key. Sometimes the scrambled image could be a useless   document, that can’t provide 

extra information before unscrambling and will attract the assailant’s attention throughout transmission due to its irregular ity in 

structure An alternative methodology to avoid this drawback is that the data hiding that hides a secret message into a canopy 

image in order that no one will understand the existence of the key image. But the main issue of knowledge concealing is that if 

one desires to cover a secret image into a canopy image with identical size, the key image must be exceptionally compacted 
before time. But for many applications, like transmittal medical footage, legal documents, and military pictures then on it contain 

confidential information, in such cases information compression operations leads to a loss of necessary information. Existing data 

hiding methods mainly utilize the techniques of histogram shifting [5], LSB substitution [6], difference expansion [7]–[8], 

    A new technique for secure image transmission is proposed, that transforms a secret image into a big mosaic image with 

identical size and resembling a preselected target image. The transformation method is controlled by a secret key and solely with 

the key will someone recover the secret image nearly lossless from the mosaic image.  

    The proposed strategy is enlivened by Lai and Tsai [9], in which a new type of laptop art image, referred to as secret - 

fragment- visible mosaic image [10] was planned.  The mosaic image is that the results of arranging of the fragments of a secret 

image in disguise of another image called the target image that is preselected from the database. 

 

II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

  S.Behnia, A. Akhshani, et al, proposed the ―Anovel algorithm for image encryption based on mixture of chaotic maps 

[1]. Image encryption is a technique that makes use of the natural property of an image, such as high redundancy and strong 

spatial correlation, to get an encrypted image based on Shannon’s confusion and diffusion properties. 

C. K. Chan and L. M. Cheng, proposed a ―Hiding information in images by simple LSB substitution [6]‖, it's a technique 

of hiding the key message into a canopy image so unauthorized observer won't understand the presence of hidden message. 8-bit 

grayscale images are elect as cover media and are referred to as cover images. LSB is one amongst the common data concealing 

technique that replaces the LSB’s of the quilt image with the message bits. Experimental results show that with low additional 

computation complexity we will get the improved image quality. 

  Y. Hu, et al, planned a ―Difference growth based mostly reversible information concealment mistreatment 2 embedding 

directions [8], current distinction growth embedding technique performs only one layer embedding during a distinction image due 

to that there'll be degradation within the image. thus during this paper a new distinction growth embedding algorithmic rule that is 
based on Hard rippling rework is employed, that build use of two embedding directions horizontal further as vertical difference 

image for information concealment that refines the algorithmic rule and makes it versatile to differing kinds of pictures. 
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 I. J. Lai and Tsai, planned a ―Secret-fragment visible mosaic image-A new pc art and its application to information 

concealment [9]‖, during this paper a replacement kind of pc art image known as secret-fragment-visible mosaic image is 

proposed that is formed mechanically by transcription tiny fragments of a given image during a mosaic kind, and then embedding 

given secret image within the ensuing mosaic image. This type of knowledge concealment is beneficial for covert communication 

and secure keeping of secret pictures. 

 

III.  METHODOLOGY 

The projected methodology includes 2 main phases as shown by the flowchart below. 

1) Mosaic image creation 

2) Secret image recovery 

 

In the initial section, a mosaic image is obtained, which comprises of the fragments of associate input secret image with colour 

corrections in keeping with a similarity criterion supported colour variations.  

The section incorporates four stages: 1) Fitting the tile images of the key image into the target blocks of a preselected target 

image. 2) The colour characteristic of every tile image within the secret image to show that of the corresponding target block 

within the target image.3) Pivoting every tile image into a direction with the minimum RMSE value with reference to its 

corresponding target block and 4) Implanting needed data into the created mosaic image for future recovery of the secret image. 

 In the second section, the established information is extracted to recuperate the secret image nearly lossless from the generated 
mosaic image.  

The section incorporates two stages: 1) Extracting the established information from the mosaic image for recovery of the secret 

image, and 2) Recuperating the secret image exploitation the extracted information. 

 
Fig.1 Flow diagram of proposed method. 

 

IV.   ALGORITHM 

Based on  the proposed method, the algorithms for mosaic image  creation  and  secret  image  recovery  may describe 

respectively as Algorithm 1 and 2 [10]. 

Algorithm 1: Mosaic Image Generation 

Input: a secret image S, a target image T, and a secret key K. 

Output: a secret-fragment-visible mosaic image F. 

 

Step 1: Take the input s square measure secret image, target image and key.  

Step 2: Generate the tile blocks for secret image and target blocks for target image. 

Step 3: Calculate the mean and standard deviation for every 

tile and target block. 
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where   ci - pixel values of C-channels such as red, green and blue.  n   – No. of pixels. 
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Step 4: Calculate the typical standard deviation for every block and sort them. 

 

c′′i =  qc  ci − μc  +  μ′
c
 

 

Where qc - standard deviation quotient 

Step 5: Sort the tile and target blocks as per sorted average standard deviations respectively.  

Step 6: Map sorted tile with the sorted target blocks. 

Step 7: Produce mosaic image fitting tile box as per the mapped target blocks.  

Step 8: Remodel the colour of all the constituent of every tile image using means and standard deviations.   

Step 9: Concatenate the bit stream and compress into information to be embedded into the corresponding tile box of the mosaic 

image.  

Step 10: Will finally get the output of mosaic image. 

Algorithm 2: Secret Image Recovery 

Input: a mosaic image F with n tile images and secret key K.  

Output: The secret image S. 

 

Step 1: Extract the bit stream from mosaic image F by performing reverse operation.  

Step 2: Decode the bit stream by exploitation secret key K.  

Step 3: Recover the specified secret image S by using the extracted mean and standard deviation 

quotients to recover the initial constituent values. 

Step 4: Take the results because the final constituent values, leading to a final tile image. 

Step 5: Compose all the ultimate tile images to create the specified secret image S as output. 

 

V. DISCUSSION & RESULT 

The secret image and cover images are given as input to the system. The system examines the dimensions of secret image 

against cover image. If the dimensionality check is succeeds, then the process of creation of mosaic image is initiated. If the 

dimensionality check is in favour, that is, dimensions of secret image is less than that of cover image, both the images are resized 

to 128 x 128 pixels for convenience in further operations. The tile and block size is kept at 16 x 16 pixels. Then calculative mean, 

standard deviation and average variance for every target block and tile block then sorting the blocks consistent with the result of 

average standard deviation. Next map the sorted target blocks with the tile,work these blocks during a mosaic form.. The output 

of that should be the mosaic image. 

 Tend to do the reverse method to recover the key image by extracting the knowledge that we embedded within the mosaic 

image. To recover the secret image exploitation the extracted information. Finally, the secret image is extracted. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The approach keeping the confidentiality and privacy of images using mosaic image encounters the shortcomings of the previous 

methods namely image encryption and data hiding. It encounters all the methods of image encryption based on chaotic maps. 

Also, the encountering is on widely used data hiding techniques namely, histogram shifting and difference expansion. The 

encountering is done in a way the system does not generate noisy image on mixing the two input images as in image encryption 

methods. And unlike the widely used data hiding methods which require much compression of secret images up to 90%, the 

method using mosaic image only requires that dimension of secret image must be less or equal to the cover image. 
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